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Abstract

We study an online unit-job scheduling problem arising in buffer management.
Each job is specified by its release time, deadline, and a nonnegative weight. Due to
overloading conditions, some jobs have to be dropped. The goal is to maximize the
total weight of scheduled jobs. We present several competitive online algorithms
for various versions of unit-job scheduling, as well as some lower bounds on the
competitive ratios.

We first give a randomized algorithm RMix with competitive ratio of e=(e�1) �
1:582. This is the first algorithm for this problem with competitive ratio smaller
than 2.

Then we consider s-bounded instances, where the span of each job (deadline minus
release time) is at most s. We give a 1:25-competitive randomized algorithm for 2-
bounded instances, matching the known lower bound. We also give a deterministic
algorithm Edf�, whose competitive ratio on s-bounded instances is 2�2=s+o(1=s).
For 3-bounded instances its ratio is � � 1:618, matching the known lower bound.
In s-uniform instances, the span of each job is exactly s. We show that no random-

ized algorithm can be better than 1:25-competitive on s-uniform instances, if the
span s is unbounded. For s = 2, our proof gives a lower bound of 4� 2

p
2 � 1:172.

Also, in the 2-uniform case, we prove a lower bound of
p

2 � 1:414 for deterministic
memoryless algorithms, matching a known upper bound.

Finally, we investigate the multiprocessor case and give an 1=(1 � ( mm+1 )m)-
competitive algorithm for m processors. We also show improved lower bounds for
the general and s-uniform cases.
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1 Introduction

The online bounded delay buffer problem has been recently introduced [14,2,15]
to model the trade-offs arising in managing buffers for storing packets in QoS
networks. In this formulation, packets arrive and are buffered at network
switches. At each integer time step, only one packet can be sent along the
link. Each packet is characterized by its QoS value, which can be thought of
as a benefit gained by forwarding the packet. Network switches can use this
QoS value to prioritize the packets. In order to control the end-to-end delay,
each packet has also a deadline that specifies the latest time when the packet
can be sent. In overload conditions, some packets will not be sent by their
deadline. Such packets do not contribute to the benefit value, and can as well
be dropped. The objective is to maximize the total value of the forwarded
packets, that is the weighted throughput.

It is easy to see that this buffer management problem is equivalent to the
following unit-job scheduling problem. We are given a set of n unit-length
jobs, with each job j specified by a triple (rj; dj; wj) where rj and dj are
integral release times and deadlines, and wj is a non-negative real weight. We
have a single machine, i.e., one job can be processed at each integer time.
We use the term weighted throughput or gain for the total weight of the jobs
completed by their deadline. The goal is to compute a schedule for the given
set of jobs that maximizes the weighted throughput. In Graham’s notation, this
problem can be described as 1jpj = 1; rjjPj wjUj.
In this paper we focus on the online version of unit-job scheduling, where each
job arrives at its release time. At each time step, an online algorithm needs to
schedule one of the pending jobs, without the knowledge of the jobs that will
be released later in the future. An online algorithm A is called R-competitive
if its gain on any instance is at least 1=R times the optimum (offline) gain on
this instance. The smallest such value R is called the competitive ratio of A.
The competitive ratio is commonly used as a performance measure for online
algorithms, and we adopt this measure in this paper.� Corresponding author.
Email addresses: chin@cs.hku.hk (Francis Y. L. Chin), marek@cs.ucr.edu.
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Tichý).1 Supported by an RGC Grant HKU7142/03E.2 Supported by NSF grants CCR-9988360 and CCR-0208856.3 Partially supported by Institute for Theoretical Computer Science, Prague (pro-
ject 1M0021620808 of MŠMT ČR), grant IAA1019401 of GA AV ČR and grant
201/05/0124 of GA ČR.
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For unit jobs, some restrictions on instances have been proposed in the lit-
erature [14,2,9,15]. In s-bounded instances, the span of the jobs (defined as
the difference between the deadline and the release time) is at most s, and ins-uniform instances the span of each job is exactly s. In the context of QoS
buffer management, these cases would correspond to models where, in order
to reduce the end-to-end delay, only a small amount of delay is allowed at each
node [14].

The unit-job scheduling problem is related to another scheduling problem
which also arises from QoS applications. In metered-task model [6,10], each
job is specified by four real numbers: release time, deadline, processing time
(not necessarily unit), and weight. Preemptions are allowed. Unlike in classi-
cal scheduling, even non-completed jobs contribute to the overall gain. Specif-
ically, the gain of a job is proportional to the amount of this job that was
processed. This problem arises as a QoS problem of transferring large images
over a network of low bandwidth [6], where the amount of processed tasks
(images) corresponds to their resolution. It is also related to a problem called
imprecise computation in real-time systems, where some tasks are allowed
to be executed only partially. Partial execution degrades the quality of some
results but it allows to meet the deadlines (see [16]), resulting in an overall
benefit for the whole system.

Past work. As shown by Kesselman et al. [14] and, independently, by Hajek
[13], the naive greedy algorithm for unit-job scheduling, that always schedules
the heaviest job, is 2-competitive. For the deterministic case, a lower bound of� � 1:618 appeared in [13]. Lower bound proofs with the same value appeared
also in [2,9]. In the randomized case, Chin and Fung [9] give a lower bound of1:25. (The proof in [9] was for metered tasks, but it carries over to unit jobs.)
Both of these lower bounds apply even to 2-bounded instances.
For the 2-bounded case, a �-competitive (and thus optimal) algorithm was
presented in [14]. Deterministic algorithms for 2-uniform instances were stud-
ied by Zhu et al. [2], who established a lower bound of 12(p3+ 1) � 1:366 and
an upper bound of

p2 � 1:414.
Kesselman et al. [14] also studied a version of the buffer management problem
in which the output port has bandwidth m (that is, m packets at a time can
be sent). This corresponds to the problem of scheduling unit-time jobs on m
identical processors. The results in [14] include two lower bounds (valid for
any m): a lower bound of 4� 2p2 � 1:172 that applies even to the 2-bounded
case, and a lower bound of 10=9 for the 2-uniform case.
Other models of buffer management were considered in the literature [17,1,15].
Closely related to our work is the FIFO model, the buffer has finite capacity,
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and packets must be forwarded in the same order as they arrive, although some
packets can be dropped (in the preemptive version). An online algorithm needs
to decide which packets to admit into the buffer, and then which packets to
drop. It is known that an R-competitive algorithm for the FIFO model can
be modified to obtain a competitive algorithm for the s-uniform case with
the same competitive ratio R [15]. Therefore the 1:75-competitive algorithm
for the FIFO model given in [3] implies the existence of a 1:75-competitive
algorithm for the s-uniform model. More general switches with more output
queues also received considerable attention during the last few years; see [12]
for a recent survey.

Our results. We present several competitive online algorithms for various
versions of unit-job scheduling, as well as some lower bounds on the competi-
tive ratios.

First, in Section 3, we give a randomized algorithm with competitive ratioe=(e�1) � 1:582, which is the first algorithm for this problem with competitive
ratio below 2. In fact, its competitive ratio is smaller than the lower bound
of � for deterministic algorithms. Our algorithm has been inspired by the
techniques developed in [10] for metered tasks.

For 2-bounded instances, in Section 4 we give a 1:25-competitive randomized
algorithm—a substantial improvement over the 1:618 bound for the determin-
istic case. This ratio is optimal, as it matches a lower bound that follows from
the work in [9].

Both results above illustrate the power of randomization for the problem of
scheduling unit jobs. We hope that our techniques will contribute to a better
understanding of randomization in the context of online scheduling.

In Section 5 we give a deterministic algorithm Edf� whose competitive ratio
on 3-bounded instances is � = 1:618, matching the lower bound. This result
extends previous results from the literature for 2-bounded instances [14], and
it provides evidence that a �-competitive deterministic algorithm might be
possible for the general case. For 4-bounded instances, Edf� is p3 � 1:732
competitive, and for s-bounded instances it is 2 � 2=s + o(1=s) competitive.
However, without the restriction on the span, it is only 2-competitive.

In Section 6 we study the case of s-uniform instances. For randomized algo-
rithms, we prove a lower bound that is increasing with s and approaching 1:25
for large s. Comparing it with our 1:25-competitive randomized algorithm for2-bounded instances, this gives the first evidence that the competitive ratio fors-uniform instances with large s is not better than for small s. For 2-uniform
instances, this gives a lower bound of 4 � 2p2 � 1:172 for randomized algo-
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rithms. In the deterministic case, we prove a lower bound of
p2 � 1:414 on

memoryless algorithms for 2-uniform instances. (For the definition of mem-
oryless algorithms, see Section 2.) This matches the previously known up-
per bound from [2]. We remark that all competitive algorithms for unit-job
scheduling in the past literature, as well as in this paper, are memoryless.

The bounds from the previous work and this paper are summarized in Table 1.
Our results are marked with [�℄. A blank entry indicates that the bound in
this entry follows from another bound in the same column.

Table 1
Bounds achieved in the previous work and in this paper.

deterministic randomized

upper lower upper lower

General 2 [14] 1:582::: [�]s-bounded 2� 2=s + o(1=s) [�]s-uniform 1:75 [3] 1:25 fors!1 [�]
4-bounded 1:732::: [�]
3-bounded 1:618::: [�]
2-bounded 1:618::: [14] 1:618::: [2,9] 1:25 [�] 1:25 [9]
2-uniform 1:414::: [2] 1:366::: [2] 1:172:::: [�]

Finally, in Section 7, we study online algorithms for the multiprocessor case,
namely Pmjpj = 1; rjjPj wjUj in Graham’s notation. This corresponds to
the buffer management problem in which the output port has bandwidth m,
meaning that it can send m packets at a time. We give a 1=(1 � ( mm+1)m)-
competitive algorithm for the case ofm processors. For randomized algorithms,
we also show improved lower bounds of 1:25 for the general and s-uniform cases
(with s!1).
This paper is a full version of the extended abstract [4].

2 Preliminaries

Unit job scheduling. As we noted in the introduction, the QoS buffer
management problem is equivalent to the unit-job scheduling problem. We
will henceforth use job scheduling terminology in this paper. We number the
jobs 1; 2; : : : ; n. Each job j is specified by a triple (rj; dj; wj), where rj and dj
are integral release times and deadlines, and wj is a non-negative real weight.
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To simplify terminology and notation, we will sometimes use the weights of
jobs to identify jobs. Thus, we will say “job w” meaning “the job with weightw”. Even if several jobs of the same weight w are present, it will always be
clear from context which job we refer to.

Whenever ties between jobs of equal weight need to be broken, we always
break it in favor of lower-indexed jobs. More specifically, we will say that a
job j is heavier than a job j 0, if either wj > wj0, or wj = wj0 and j < j 0.
A schedule S specifies which jobs are executed, and for each executed job j
it specifies an integral time t when it is scheduled, where rj � t < dj. Only
one job can be scheduled at any given time step. The throughput or gain of a
schedule S on instance I, denoted gainS(I), is the total weight of the jobs inI that are executed in S. Similarly, if A is a scheduling algorithm, gainA(I)
is the gain of the schedule computed by A on I. The optimal gain on I is
denoted by opt(I).
We say that an instance is s-bounded if dj � rj � s for all jobs j. Similarly,
an instance is s-uniform if dj � rj = s for all jobs j. The difference dj � rj
is called the span of a job j. A job j is pending in schedule S at time t ifrj � t < dj and j has not been scheduled in S before t.
To simplify some arguments, we assume that there is always a pending job
of weight 0 and that at each step in which a job is scheduled. Obviously,
adding such a job is always possible and does not change the gain of the
online algorithm or the optimal schedule.

Earliest-deadline schedules. If X is a set of pending jobs, a job j 2 X is
called the earliest-deadline job in X if, for all i 2 X, either dj < di, or dj = di
and wj > wi, or dj = di, wj = wi, and j < i. (The last rule is needed only to
break ties in a manner consistent with that for ties between job weights.) The
earliest-deadline job in a non-empty set X of pending jobs is always uniquely
defined.

We often assume that (offline) schedules are canonical earliest-deadline. In
such schedules, for each time t, the job that is scheduled at t is chosen as the
earliest-deadline job from the set of pending jobs that are executed later in
the schedule. Each schedule can be easily converted into an earliest-deadline
schedule by rearranging its jobs.

Online algorithms. An algorithm A is called online if, at each time step,
it determines which job to execute at this step based only on the information
about the already released jobs. Online algorithms are of great importance in
real-time scheduling applications, including the buffer management problem.
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We will say that A is memoryless if (i) the decision as to which job to execute
is based only on the weights of the pending jobs, and (ii) the algorithm is
invariant under scaling, that is, multiplying the weights of the pending jobs
by the same positive constant does not affect the choice of the job to execute.

We often view the behavior of an online algorithm A as a game between A and
an adversary. Both algorithms schedule jobs released by the adversary whose
objective is to maximize the ratio opt(I)=gainA(I). Several of the upper bound
proofs are based on a potential function argument. In such proofs, we define a
potential function � that maps all possible configurations into real numbers.
(In general, a configuration at a given step may include all information about
the computation before and after this step, both for the algorithm and the
adversary. In most arguments, however, it is sufficient to include only the
set of pending jobs in both schedules.) Intuitively, the potential representsA’s savings at a given step. At each time step, an online algorithm and the
adversary execute a job. The proofs are based on the following lemma which
can be proven by a simple summation over all steps.

Lemma 2.1 Let A be an online algorithm for scheduling unit jobs. Let � be
a potential function that is 0 on configurations with no pending jobs, and at
each step satisfiesR ��gainA � �adv+��; (1)

where �� represents the change of the potential, and �gainA, �adv representA’s and the adversary gain in this step. Then A is R-competitive.
The lemma above applies to randomized algorithms as well. In that case we
need to prove the inequality on average with respect to the algorithm’s random
choices at the given step, i.e., to prove that Exp[R ��gainA���℄ � �adv, as
both the gain of the algorithm and the change of the potential are influenced
by the random choices.

In some proofs, in particular for deterministic algorithms, we use a different
approach called charging. In a charging scheme, the weight of each of the jobs
in the adversary schedule is charged to some time in our schedule, in such a
way that for each time t the weight of all jobs charged to t is at most R times
the total gain of the job(s) scheduled in our schedule at t. If such a charging
scheme exists, by simple summation over all time steps, it implies that our
algorithm is R-competitive. A charging scheme can be transformed into a
potential method argument, with the potential function at a given time equal
to the sum of the charges going backward in time across this time minus the
sum of the charges going forward. However, proofs based on charging schemes
tend to be more illuminating.
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Metered tasks. As discussed in the introduction, our problem is related to
the metered-task model. Consider the discrete metered-task model, in which
jobs have integral release times, deadlines and processing lengths, and the
algorithm can only start and preempt jobs at integral times. In the multipro-
cessor cases, as in classical preemptive scheduling, jobs are allowed to migrate
from one machine to another. (In [9] this model is called non-timesharing.)
Then:

Theorem 2.2 (a) The unit-job scheduling problem with a single processor is
equivalent to the single processor discrete metered-task model. (b) The unit-
job scheduling problem with m processors is a special case of the m-processor
discrete metered-task model; they are equivalent when, in addition, all jobs in

the metered-task model are of unit length.

The theorem can be easily proven by observing that each job in the discrete
metered-task model of length p can be transformed into p unit-length jobs,
each having the same release time, deadline and weight as the original job. A
valid unit-job schedule on the transformed instance then corresponds to a valid
discrete metered-task model schedule with the same total value, and vice versa.
The transformation in the reverse direction is trivial. For multiprocessor unit-
length jobs the transformation is trivial, too. Note that for the multiprocessor
case and arbitrary jobs, the problems are not equivalent because a long job
cannot be processed by several processors simultaneously, while a number of
different unit-length jobs can be processed in this way.

The continuous version of the metered-task model [6,10,9] bears some resem-
blance to the randomized case of unit-job scheduling. By Theorem 2.2, any
randomized algorithm for unit-job scheduling can be transformed into a ran-
domized algorithm for the metered-task model, and it is known that in the
continuous version of the metered-task model deterministic and randomized
algorithms are equivalent. On the other hand, it is not clear whether the algo-
rithms for the continuous metered-tasks can be automatically translated into
randomized algorithms for unit jobs. One may attempt to convert a determin-
istic algorithm D for metered tasks into a randomized R algorithm for unit
jobs, by setting the probability of R executing a given job j to be equal toD’s fraction of the processor power devoted to j. It is, however, not clear how
to extend this into a full specification of an algorithm that would match the
performance of D.
3 Randomized Algorithm RMix

In this section we give a randomized algorithm for scheduling unit jobs with
competitive ratio e=(e� 1) � 1:582.
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As noted in the introduction, the greedy algorithm has competitive ratio 2.
The example on which its ratio approaches 2 exploits the fact that this al-
gorithm prefers the heaviest job, even in presence of more urgent jobs with
almost the same weight. One natural idea for an improvement is to schedule
the earliest-deadline pending job among those with weight at least some fixed
fraction of the heaviest job. This yields the algorithm Edf� (see Section 5)
which gives an improved competitive ratio for the s-bounded case. Our al-
gorithm RMix presented below sets the threshold randomly; this yields an
improved competitive ratio for general instances.

Algorithm RMix. At each step, let h be the heaviest pending job. Select a
real x 2 [�1; 0℄ uniformly at random. Let f be the earliest-deadline pending
job with wf � exwh. Execute f .
Theorem 3.1 Algorithm RMix is ee�1 � 1:582-competitive.
PROOF. Without loss of generality, we assume that the adversary sched-
ule is canonical earliest-deadline. At a given time step, let X be the set of
pending jobs in RMix, and let Y be the set of pending jobs in the adversary
schedule that the adversary will schedule in the future. Define the potential� = Pj2Y�X wj.
Job arrivals and expirations cannot increase the potential as these jobs are not
in Y �X: the arriving job is always in X and the expiring job is never in Y
by the definition of Y . So we only need to analyze how the potential changes
after job execution.

Consider a given time step in which the adversary schedules a job j. By
Lemma 2.1, it is sufficient to prove that Exp[ ee�1wf � ��℄ � wj, where f
is a random variable denoting the job chosen by RMix.

Suppose first that j 2 Y � X. Executing j by the adversary decreases � bywj. At the same time f is removed from X, which increases � by at most wf .
So ee�1wf ��� � wf ��� � wj for each f and the same holds on average.
Now assume that j 2 Y \X. Then � increases by at most wf and wf��� � 0,
regardless of the choice of random x in RMix. In addition, if x � ln(wj=wh),
which is equivalent to wj � exwh, then we claim that � does not change,
and thus wf ��� = wf . In this case, j is sufficiently heavy to be considered
for f . By the definition of RMix, either f is before j in the earliest-deadline
ordering or f = j. The adversary schedule is canonical earliest-deadline and
executes j at this step, thus it cannot execute f later. It follows that f 62 Y
after this step and � does not change. Denoting z = max f�1; ln(wj=wh)g, we
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conclude that, for x 2 [�1; z℄, we have wf ��� = wf , and for x 2 [z; 0℄, we
have wf ��� � 0. Averaging over all f we get
Exp

� ee� 1wf ���� = 1e� 1Exp[wf ℄ +Exp[wf ���℄� 1e� 1 0Z�1 exwh dx+ zZ�1 exwh dx= ezwh� wj;
completing the proof. 2
4 An Optimal Randomized Algorithm for 2-Bounded Instances
In this section we give a randomized algorithm for 2-bounded instances with
competitive ratio 1:25. This matches the lower bound from [9], and thus com-
pletely resolves the 2-bounded case. In addition, our algorithm is memoryless.

For a; b � 0, definepab = 8><>: 1 if a � b4a5b otherwise
Also, let qab = 1� pab. Note that pab satisfies the following properties for anya; b � 0: 5paba � 4a� b (2)5(paba+ qabb) � 4b (3)5paba+ 2qabb � 4a (4)5paba+ 2qabb � b (5)

Algorithm R2b. Let a and b denote the heaviest jobs of span 1 and span 2,
respectively, released at this time step, and  the heaviest pending job (of span2) issued in the previous step. Let u = max(; a). Execute u with probabilitypub and b with probability qub.
Theorem 4.1 Algorithm R2b is a 1:25-competitive randomized algorithm for2-bounded instances.
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PROOF. Without loss of generality, we can assume that at each step exactly
one job of span 1 is released. All jobs of span 1 except the heaviest one can
be simply ignored, and if no job is released, we can introduce a job of weight0. Similarly, we can assume that at each step (except last) exactly one job of
span 2 is released. This can be justified as follows: If, at a given time t, the
optimal schedule contains a job of span 2 released at t, we can assume that it
is the heaviest such job. A similar statement holds for Algorithm R2b, since
its decision at each step depends only on the heaviest job of span 2. Thus all
the other jobs of span 2 can be ignored in this step, and treated as if they are
released with span 1 in the following time step.
At a given step, the state of R2b is given by a pair hx; �i, where x is the job
of span 2 released in the previous step, and � is the probability that x was
executed in the previous step. Denote by �� = 1� � the probability that x is
pending in the current step. In other words, the value of  in the algorithm
is 0 with probability � and x with probability ��. To describe the state of the
adversary, let z 2 f0; xg be a variable such that z = x if the adversary has
not scheduled x (i.e., x is pending in the adversary schedule) and z = 0 if the
adversary has no pending job.

We define the potential function for each configuration described by a triplehx; �; zi. Note that this slightly deviates from the use of the potential method
in the randomized case, as discussed after Lemma 2.1. In our case, the potential
is a function of the distribution of R2b’s current state, and is not a random
variable. Nevertheless, Lemma 2.1 still applies.

Let �x�z denote the potential function in the configuration hx; �; zi. We put�x�z = 0 if z = 0 and �x�z = 14x �max(5� � 1; 3�) if z = x.
Consider one step, where the configuration is hx; �; zi, for z 2 f0; xg, and two
jobs a; b are released, of span 1 and span 2, respectively. The new configuration
is hb; �0; z0i, where �0 = �qab + ��qvb, for v = max(a; x), and z0 2 f0; bg. Using
Lemma 2.1, we need to show that for each adversary move:R �Exp[�gain

R2b
℄� �b�0z0 + �x�z � �adv (6)

where �gain
R2b
is the weight of the randomly chosen job scheduled by R2b

and �adv the weight of the job scheduled by the adversary.
Case 1: Adversary schedules b. Then �adv = b and z0 = 0. For a fixed
value of u in the algorithm, the expected gain of the algorithm is pubu+ qubb
and (3) implies 54(pubu + qubb) � b. By averaging over u 2 fa; vg we getR�Exp[�gain

R2b
℄ � b. This, together with �x�z � 0 and �b�0z0 = 0, implies (6).
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Case 2: The adversary does not schedule b. Then z0 = b and �b�0z0 = 14b �max(5�0� 1; 3�0). The algorithm executes b with probability �qab+ ��qvb = �0,a with probability �pab, and v with probability ��pvb, so Exp[�gainR2b℄ =�0b + �paba+ ��pvbv. Substituting into (6), it is sufficient to prove thatmin(b; 2�0b) + 5�paba+ 5��pvbv + 4 � �x�z � 4 ��adv (7)

Case 2.1: The adversary schedules a. Then �adv = a � v. Since �x�z � 0,
it is sufficient to show (7) with �x�z replaced by 0. For the first term of the
minimum, we use (2) twice and getb + 5�paba + 5��pvbv = �(b + 5paba) + ��(b+ 5pvbv)� 4�a+ 4��v � 4a:
For the second term of the minimum, we use (4) twice and get2�0b + 5�paba + 5��pvbv = �(5paba+ 2qabb) + ��(5pvbv + 2qvbb)� 4�a + 4��v � 4a:
Case 2.2: z = x and the adversary schedules z. It must be the case thatv = x � a, as otherwise the adversary would prefer to schedule a. We have�adv = x.
If x � b, then pxb = 1. We use 4�x�z = 4�x�x � (5� � 1)x and obtain5��pxbx + 4�x�z � 5��x + 5�x� x = 4x;
which implies (7).

It remains to consider the case x < b. Using (2), (5) and (4) we obtainb + 5��pxbx � b + ��(4x� b) = �b+ 4��x
and 2�0b + 5�paba + 5��pxbx = �(5paba+ 2qabb) + ��(5pxbx + 2qxbb)� �b + 4��x
Together with 4�x�z = 4�x�x � 3�x and x < b this impliesmin(b; 2�0b) + 5�paba+ 5��pxbx + 4	x�z � �b + 4��x + 3�x � 4x;
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and (7) follows. 2
5 Deterministic Algorithms for s-Bounded Instances
The 2-bounded (deterministic) case is now well understood: there exists an on-
line algorithm with competitive ratio �, and no better ratio is possible [2,9,13].
In this section, we extend the upper bound of � to 3-bounded instances by
proving that Algorithm Edf��1 is �-competitive.
Algorithm Edf�: Let h be the heaviest pending job and f be the earliest-
deadline pending job such that wf � �wh. Execute f .
Theorem 5.1 Edf��1 is �-competitive for 3-bounded instances.
PROOF. We fix a canonical earliest-deadline adversary schedule A. Let E
be the schedule computed by Edf��1. We use the following charging scheme:
Suppose that j is the job scheduled by the adversary at time t. If j is executed
in E before time t, charge j to its copy in E. Otherwise, charge j to the job
in E scheduled at time t.
Fix some time step t. Let f and j be the jobs scheduled at time t in E and A,
respectively. By the definition of Edf��1, let h be the heaviest pending job inE at time t, and let f be the earliest-deadline job that is pending at time t
and satisfies wf � (�� 1)wh = wh=�.
Job f receives at most two charges: one from j and one from itself, if f is
executed in A at some later time. Ideally, we would like to prove that the sum
of the charges is at most �wf . It turns out that in some cases this is not true,
and, if so, we then show that for the job g scheduled by E in the next step,
the total of all charges to f and g is at most �(wf + wg). Summing over all
such groups of one or two jobs, the �-competitiveness of Edf��1 follows.
If f receives only one charge, it is at most �wf : If this charge is from f , it is
trivially at most wf . If the charge is from j (not scheduled before t in E), thenj is pending at t in E and thus wj � wh � �wf , by the definition of Edf��1.
In this case the group consist of a single job and we are done.

It remains to handle the case when f receives both charges. In this case,
obviously, j 6= f and j is pending in E at time t. Since in the canonical earliest-
deadline schedule A job j is strictly before f , yet f is chosen by Edf��1, it
follows that wj < (�� 1)wh.
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If wf = wh, then f is charged at most wf + wj � (1 + � � 1)wh = �wf , and
we have a group with a single job again.

Otherwise, wf < wh and by the rule of Edf��1, it follows that dh > df .
Furthermore, since the adversary does not schedule f at time t, we have df �t+2. The span is bounded by 3, and thus the only possible case is that dh = t+3
and df = t+2. Thus the adversary schedules f at time t+1. The weight of the
job g scheduled at time t+1 in E is wg � (�� 1)wh, as h 6= f is still pending
in E. Furthermore, g gets only the charge from itself, as the adversary at timet+1 schedules f which is charged to itself. The total weight of the jobs charged
to f and g is at most wj+wf +wg � (�� 1)wh+wf +wg � 32(wf +wg), since
both wf and wg are at least (� � 1)wh. In this last case we have a group of
two jobs. 2
A more careful analysis yields an upper bound of 2��(1=s) on the competitive
ratio of Edf� on s-bounded instances, for an appropriately chosen �. More
precisely, for each s � 4, let �s be the unique non-negative solution of the
equation(2� �s)(�2s + �s3��s + s� 2� 2 �s3�) = �2s � �s:
Theorem 5.2 For each s � 4, the competitive ratio of Edf1=�s for s-bounded
instances is equal to �s defined above.
PROOF. Throughout the proof, we write � instead of �s. For any time t,
let Mt be the maximal weight of a job available to Edf1=� at time t; defineMt = 0 if no job is available.
First we show that we can restrict ourselves to instances where all the jobs
have weights �i for some integer i. For these instances, however, we assume
that the algorithm has no control over how the ties are resolved, and given
two jobs of equal weight, the adversary can dictate which one should be con-
sidered heavier. Still, the ties are resolved in a consistent manner for both
algorithms. More precisely, a valid run for such instances is defined so that
at each time step, we schedule the earliest deadline job (applying our usual
tie-breaking convevntion) from the set of pending jobs that contains all jobs
with weight strictly bigger than Mt=� and an arbitrary subset of jobs (chosen
by the adversary) with weight equal to Mt=�.
Claim A: Without loss of generality, it is sufficient to prove the theorem
for valid runs on instances where all the jobs have weights of the form �i, for
some integer i.
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Call a job bad if its weight is not equal to �i for an integral i. Now we show
that any instance with some bad jobs can be converted to an instance with a
smaller number of bad jobs and with the same or larger competitive ratio on
some valid run. Express each weight of a bad job j as wj = aj�ej for integralej and 1 < aj < �. Let bmin = minj(aj � 1) and bmax = minj(� � aj) (the
minima are taken over all bad jobs j). Now replace the weight of each bad jobj by (aj + b)�ej , for some b 2 [�bmin; bmax℄. From the definition of bmin and bmax,
it follows that the order of the weights of jobs does not change, as well as the
result of comparisons of one weight to another weight divided by �, except
possibly for creating new ties. Consequently, any valid run on the original
instance is also a valid run on the new instance, and the set of jobs scheduled in
the original optimal solution gives also an optimal solution of the new instance.
As the total weights of jobs scheduled both in the valid run and the optimal
schedule are linear in b, their ratio is monotone in [�bmin; bmax℄ and thus it is
maximized either for b = �bmin or b = bmax. Choose the appropriate b of these
two possibilities and the corresponding modified instance. By the definition
of bmin and bmax, the number of bad jobs has decreased. After repeating this
process a sufficient number of times we will convert the initial instance into one
without bad jobs, and the ratio between the weight of the optimal schedule
and the weight of Edf1=�’s schedule will not decrease. This completes the
proof of Claim A.

Fix a valid run of Edf1=� on an instance with no bad jobs and denote the
resulting schedule by E. At any time t, either a job of weight Mt or Mt=�
is scheduled. If a job of weight Mt=� is scheduled, the job with weight Mt
remains pending at time t + 1 (if its deadline were t + 1, the valid run would
schedule such a job at time t); thus in this case we have Mt+1 � Mt.
Fix an earliest-deadline adversary schedule A. We define the charging scheme
as follows. For any integer time t, let j be the job scheduled at t in A and f
be the job scheduled in E. If j is completed in E before time t and wj � Mt,
charge j to j in E. Otherwise, charge j to f in E.
By the charging scheme, each job f in E receives at most two charges. Denoting
by t the time when f is scheduled in E, f can receive a charge from the job
scheduled in A at time t, and also from itself, if f is scheduled in A at or after
time t.
It remains to prove that the charging scheme works correctly. The idea is
similar to the proof of Theorem 5.1. We partition E into segments such that
in each segment the total of all charges to the jobs in the segment is at most� times their total weight. Summing over all such segments, this will imply�-competitiveness of Edf1=�. Therefore, to complete the upper bound proof,
it is now sufficient to prove the following claim.
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Claim B: Schedule E can be partitioned into disjoint contiguous segments
of jobs such that in each segment the total of all charges to the jobs in the
segment is at most � times their total weight.
We now prove Claim B. Let f be a job scheduled in E at time t. We start by
some general observations.

(I) If f receives only one charge, then this charge is at most � times its weight.
If this charge is from f in A, it is trivially at most wf . Otherwise, this charge
is from a job j scheduled at time t in A. If j is scheduled before t in E,
the charge is at most Mt � �wf by the definition of the charging scheme.
If j is not scheduled before t in E, then j is pending at t in E and thuswj �Mt � �wf , by the definition of Edf1=�.
(II) If f receives both charges, the charge from the job j scheduled in A at
time t is at most Mt=�. It could be more only if j is not scheduled beforet in E and wj > Mt=�. In that case, however, j is pending for Edf1=� and
has sufficiently large weight. In A, both j and f are pending at t and the
adversary selects j. Since the ties are broken consistently, Edf must also
prefer j and cannot schedule f .
We split E into segments starting from the beginning. Suppose that the cur-
rently processed time is t and E schedules a job f at time t. If f receives
a single charge or wf = Mt, we create a segment with a single job f . By
the observations above, this segment is charged at most � times its weight:
if wf = Mt, then f is charged at most (1 + 1=�)wf � �wf , by (II) and the
inequality � � �.
It remains to handle the case when f receives two charges and wf = Mt=�. Fori � t, let fi be the job scheduled in E at time i, and let m � t be the smallest
index such that wfm = Mm. (Such m exists, as eventually a maximal job is
scheduled.) Thus wfi = Mi=� for t � i < m and Mt �Mt+1 � � � � �Mm. LetZ be the set of jobs ft; : : : ; fm�1. We create a segment of jobs ft; : : : ; fm and
prove that its charging ratio is at most �.
Let k � 0 be such that Mm = �k+1. For i = 1; : : : ; k, let Xi be the set of all
jobs in Z with weight Mm=�i that receive two charges and let xi = jXij. Also,
let X = SXi and x = jXj = Pki=1 xi.
By the definition of Z, Edf1=� schedules first all jobs in Xk, then Xk�1, and
so on, up to X1 (with possibly some jobs in Z �X scheduled in-between the
jobs from X.) Since every fr in X receives also its own charge, it is scheduled
in A after time r. Furthermore, it cannot be scheduled at time r0 such thatr < r0 � m, for otherwise we would have wfr < Mr � Mr0 , and by the
definition of the charging scheme fr is not charged to itself in such a case.
Thus all jobs in X are scheduled at time m+ 1 or later in A.
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We claim that for each i,xi + x+ 2 � s: (8)

For a fixed i, let i0 � i be such that the last job finished by A from Xi [ � � � [Xk belongs to Xi0. Let j be a job of maximal weight available when Edf1=�
schedules the first job of Xi0. Since j is scheduled in E only after all jobs in Xi0
despite the fact that its weight is larger, it must have strictly larger deadline
than all the jobs in Xi0 . Between the start of the first job in Xi0 in E and timem + 1, Edf1=� schedules all jobs in Xi0 [ Xi0�1 [ � � � [ X1 and fm. Between
time m + 1 and the time A finishes the last job of Xi0 , A schedules all jobs
in Xi [ � � � [Xk. Job j is available at all times from the start of the first job
in Xi0 in E, until at least one time step after A finishes the last job of Xi0 .
Therefore we haves � xi0 + xi0�1 + � � �+ x1 + 1 + xi + � � �+ xk � xi + x + 2:
Using (I), each job in Z �X is charged at most � times its weight. LetW = kXi=1 xi�i ; (9)

i.e., WMm = �k+1W is the total weight of jobs in X. Using (II), the jobs inX and fm are charged a total of at most 2WMm + (1 + 1=�)Mm and their
weight is WMm+Mm. To finish the proof of �-competitiveness, it is sufficient
to show that� � 2W + 1 + 1�W + 1 = 2� 1� 1�W + 1 : (10)

The right-hand side increases with W . Thus, we need to determine the largest
possible value of W .
Suppose that integers xi satisfy (8) and maximize W . Then we claim that this
optimal solution satisfies the following conditions:

(a) xi � xi+1 for any i � 1. Otherwise, we could switch the values of xi andxi+1, preserving inequality (8) and increasing W . Furthermore, x1 > 0, as
otherwise W = 0 but x1 = 1, x2 = x3 = : : : = 0 is a feasible solution withW > 0.
(b) xi = 0 for any i � 3. Otherwise, we could decrease both xi�1 and xi by 1
and increase x1 by 1. Since � � �, this increases W by at least 1=��1=�2�1=�3 � 0, and it preserves (8) and (a).
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(c) 2x1 + x2 + 2 = s. Otherwise (8) implies a strict inequality and we could
modify x1, x2 as follows: If x2 = 0, increase x2 to 1. If x2 > 0, increase x1
by 1 and decrease x2 by 1. This increases W , and it preserves (8), (a), and
(b).
(d) x1 � x2 + 2. Otherwise, we could increase x2 by 2 and decrease x1 by 1.
This increases W , and it preserves (8), (a), (b) and (c).
By (a), (c) and (d), we get (s � 2)=3 � x1 � s=3. For any s � 4, the only
integer in this range is x1 = bs=3. Thus x2 = s� 2� 2bs=3, and we have2� 1� 1�W + 1 � 2� 1� 1�1 + b s3 � + s�2�2b s3 �2= 2� �2 � ��2 + b s3�+ s� 2� 2b s3 = �;
by the definition of �. This completes the proof of Claim B and the the upper
bound.

Claim C: The competitive ratio of Edf1=� is no better than �.
To prove Claim C we present instances on which the competitive ratio of
Edf1=� approaches �. Intuitively, the bad instance consists of exactly one seg-
ment corresponding to the worst case from the proof of Claim B above. Let x1
and x2 be the optimal values as defined in that proof. Let � > 0 be arbitrarily
small. The instance contains the following jobs, written as (rj; dj; wj): x2 jobs(0; x2; 1� �), x1+1 jobs (x2; x1+x2+1; �� �), x2 jobs (0; s; 1), 1 job (0; s; �),x1 � 1 jobs (x2; x2 + s; �), and 1 job (x2; x2 + s; �2). It is easy to check that
the adversary schedules all the jobs in the given order, while Edf1=� schedules
only the jobs with weights 1, �, and �2. The total weight obtained by Edf1=�
is bs=3�+ (s� 2� 2bs=3) + �2 and the total weight obtained by the adver-
sary approaches (2bs=3+ 1)�+ 2(s� 2� b2s=3) + �2 for �! 0. Hence the
competitive ratio approaches �. 2
For s = 4, we get �4 = p3 � 1:732. For larger s, the equation is cubic. It
can be verified that 2 � 2=s � �s � 2 � 1=s, and in the limit for s ! 1,�s = 2� 2=s+ o(1=s).
Recall that, by Theorem 2.2, results for discrete metered tasks can be applied
to unit-job scheduling. Here we describe two such results. We say a pending
job i dominates another pending job j if di < dj and i is heavier than j.
A pending job is dominant if no other pending job dominates it. In [8], the
authors considered the case of the metered-task model when there are at most
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s dominant jobs at each time, and proposed an online algorithm Gap for this
case. In s-bounded instances there can be at most s pending dominant jobs at
any time, since there can be at most one dominant job for each deadline. Thus,
the results from [8] imply that Gap is rs-competitive for s-bounded instances,
where rs is the unique positive real root of the equation rs = 1 + r�1=(s�1)s .
It can be shown that rs = 2 � �(1s). Table 2 gives a comparison of Edf1=�
(with � = �s) and Gap. Edf1=� has a smaller competitive ratio for s-bounded
instances. On the other hand Gap can be applied to the more general set of
instances that have at most s dominant jobs at any time. Gap can also be
slightly modified to give the same performance without knowing the value ofs in advance.
Table 2
Comparison of the upper bounds for Edf1=� and Gap.s 2 3 4 5 6 7 10 20 1
Edf1=� 1.618 1.618 1.732 1.769 1.791 1.813 1.856 1.917 2

Gap 1.618 1.755 1.819 1.857 1.881 1.899 1.930 1.965 2

In [7], an algorithm Fit was presented for the discrete metered-task model. Its
competitive ratio is better than 2 when the importance ratio, that is the ratio
of maximum to minimum job weights, is at most � (without any restriction ons). By Theorem 2.2, we obtain that Fit is (2� 1=(dlog2 �e+ 2))-competitive
for unit-job scheduling.

6 s-Uniform Instances
In this section we consider s-uniform instances, where dj = rj + s for each
job j. We first prove a lower bound on the competitive ratio of randomized
algorithms which increases with s and tends to 1:25 for large s. This improves
the (deterministic) lower bound of 4� 2p2 � 1:172 from [14] for s!1.
Theorem 6.1 LetRs = 1 + s� 12s� 1 + 2ps2 � s :
No randomized algorithm can be better than Rs-competitive for s-uniform in-
stances.

PROOF. We use Yao’s minimax principle, in the form applicable to the lower
bounds on the competitive ratios [5]. Following this principle, it is sufficient
to give a distribution on instances for which the ratio between the expected
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gain of any deterministic online algorithm and the expected optimal gain is
no better than Rs.
We generate an instance randomly as follows. Fix a large integer n and leta = 1 +qs=(s� 1) and p = 1=a. (Note that a = 1 +p2 for s = 2 and a! 2
for s!1.) Each instance consists of stages 0; 1; : : :, where in stage i we haves jobs of weight ai released at time si and s � 1 jobs of weight ai+1 released
one by one at times si+ 1, si + 2, . . . , si+ s� 1. After each stage i � n, we
continue with probability p or stop with probability 1 � p. After stage n, if
the process has not yet terminated, then at time (s+1)n, we release s jobs of
weight an+1 and stop.
Fix a deterministic online algorithm A. We compute the expected gain of A
and the adversary in stage i � n, conditioned on stage i being reached. More
precisely, in stage i we include the contributions of jobs scheduled at times si,si+ 1, . . . , si+ s� 1 plus the expected gain of the jobs that remain pending
at time s(i + 1) in case this is the last stage.
Suppose that A reaches stage i. Let x be the number of jobs with weight ai
executed by A. Then the gain of A is xai + (s� x)ai+1. In addition, there arex�1 pending jobs of weight ai+1 at the end of the stage, which contribute if the
instance ends by this stage, i.e., with probability 1� p. Since the probability
of reaching stage i is pi, the expected gain for stage i ispi(xai + (s� x)ai+1 + (1� p)(x� 1)ai+1)= x+ sa� xa + (a� 1)(x� 1) = 1 + (s� 1)a:
Note that this is independent of x and i.
We now calculate the expected adversary gain in stage i. If we stop after this
stage, the contribution of stage i towards adversary’s gain is sai+(s� 1)ai+1,
otherwise it is ai + (s� 1)ai+1, so the expected contribution of stage i ispi(ai + (s� 1)ai+1 + (1� p)(s� 1)ai) = 1 + (s� 1)(a+ 1� p):
Summarizing, for each stage, except the last one, the contributions towards
the expected value are constant. The contributions of stage n+1 are different,
but they are also constant (independent of n). So the overall ratio will be,
in the limit for n ! 1, the same as the ratio of the contributions of stages0; : : : ; n, which is (after some calculation)1 + (s� 1)(a+ 1� p)1 + (s� 1)a = 1 + (s� 1)(1� p)1 + (s� 1)a = Rs: 2
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Deterministic algorithms for 2-uniform instances were studied in [2], where an
upper bound of

p2 was given. As we show below, it is not possible to beat
ratio

p2 with any deterministic memoryless algorithm. Recall that we define
an online algorithm A to be memoryless if its decision at each step depends
only on the weights of the pending jobs (including those released at the current
step) and its decisions are scale-invariant.

Theorem 6.2 No deterministic memoryless algorithm can be better than
p2-

competitive for 2-uniform instances.
PROOF. Let A be a deterministic memoryless algorithm. We show an ad-
versary strategy that forces A’s competitive ratio to be at least p2. In this
strategy, at time 0 two jobs of weight 1 are released. Afterwards, A will have
exactly one pending job from the previous step, except for the end when no
new jobs are released. Suppose that y > 0 is a pending job (or, more pre-
cisely, the weight of the pending job). The adversary will choose one of the
two moves:

(a) Release two jobs with weight y.
(b) Release one job with weight b > y.
Note that in step (a),A has no choice but to execute a job of weight y. Further,
it does not matter which job it chooses for execution.

Consider steps of type (b). A’s decision is only a function of b=y. For any � > 0
there are two constants a1; a2 > 1 with ja1 � a2j � �, such that A executes y
when b=y = a1 and b when b=y = a2. (If one of a1, a2 does not exist, then it’s
easy to see that A is not competitive at all.) To simplify the proof, we will
further assume that a1 = a2 = a, and allow the adversary to break the tie and
determine which job will be executed by A when b=y = a. To fully formalize
this argument, all we need to do is to replace a by a1 or a2 to force A to make
the desired decision, and then take the limit with �! 0.
Choose some large integer n. The adversary uses three instances. In instanceI1 we release two jobs of weight 1 at step 0 and one job of weight a at step 1.
The adversary forces A to execute job a at step 1. The gain of A is 1+ a, the
adversary gains 2 + a, so the ratio is R1(a) = (a+ 2)=(a+ 1).
In instance I2, after the jobs of weight 1 at step 0, at each time j = 1; : : : ; n
we release a job j of weight aj, and at time n + 1 we release two jobs n0; n00
of weight an. The adversary breaks the tie so that A executes job j at timej + 1, for j = 1; : : : ; n. So the gain of A is 1 +Pnj=0 aj + an, and the gain of
the adversary is

Pnj=0 aj + 2an. Taking the limit with n!1, so that we can
ignore low-order terms, the ratio is R2(a) = (3a� 2)=(2a� 1).
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The last instance I3 has the same jobs as I2, except that at time n+2 we also
release job n� of weight an+1. The adversary forces A to execute this job at
time n+2. The gain of A is 1+Pnj=0 aj + an+1, and the gain of the adversary
is
Pnj=0 aj + 2an + an+1. In the limit, the ratio is R3(�) = 1 + 2(a� 1)=a2.
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Fig. 1. Lower bounds for memoryless algorithm

The overall ratio is R(a) = max fR1(a); R2(a); R3(a)g. The graph in Figure 1
shows the three functions R1(a), R2(a), and R3(a). By routine calculations,
this ratio is minimized for a 2 np2; 2 +p2o, and for those values R(a) =p2. 2
7 The Multiprocessor Case

In this section we consider the multiprocessor case. The greedy 2-competitive
algorithm [14,13] applies to both uniprocessor and multiprocessor cases. We
show an algorithm that for m processors achieves competitive ratio R = (1�( mm+1)m)�1. When m!1, this ratio tends to e=(e� 1) � 1:582, beating even
the � � 1:618 lower bound for m = 1 [2,9,13].
The basic idea of our algorithm is similar to algorithm Mixed for metered
tasks in [9], and it also bears some similarity to our randomized algorithm
RMix. We want to divide the processing effort between the m processors,
such that the first one executes the heaviest job, and each of the succes-
sive processors executes the earliest-deadline job with weight above a certain
threshold, with the threshold decreasing geometrically for each processor. The
difficulty that arises in multiprocessor scheduling is that after choosing several
jobs there may not be any jobs with weight above the current threshold. In
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Mixed or RMix, this would result in assigning more resources (processing
speed or higher probability, respectively) to the previously selected jobs. This
approach cannot be emulated in a multiprocessor setting. Instead, we simply
select the heaviest remaining job, and reset the threshold to this job’s weight.
The detailed algorithm is given below.

Throughout this section, � = m=(m + 1) and R = (1 � �m)�1. To simplify
presentation, we assume that at each step there are at least m pending jobs.
(Otherwise, the algorithm may create some dummy jobs with weight 0.)
Algorithm DMix-m. Let P be the set of pending jobs at a given time t.
Schedule jobs h1; h2; : : : ; hm chosen according to the following procedure:

(1) q  1
(2) hq  the heaviest job in P � fh1; : : : ; hq�1g
(3) k  q
(4) while q < m do
(5) q  q + 1
(6) hq  the earliest-deadline job f in P � fh1; : : : ; hq�1g

with wf � �q�kwhk
(7) if no such job exists then goto (2)

Theorem 7.1 DMix-m is R-competitive for m processors, whereR = �1� � mm+ 1�m��1 :
PROOF. We use a charging scheme. For a given input instance, let A be a
canonical earliest-deadline adversary schedule. A job j scheduled in A at timet is charged (i) to time t0 when j is scheduled in DMix-m, if such t0 exists andt0 � t, or (ii) to time t otherwise.
For a given time t, let h1; : : : ; hm be the jobs executed by DMix-m at t, listed
in the order chosen by the algorithm. Let l be the largest index such that hl
is chosen in step (2) of the algorithm and let us denote v = whl. From the
description of DMix-m it follows thatwhq � �q�lv (11)

for all q = 1; : : : ; m. This can be verified first by a backward induction for the
subset of the jobs hl; : : : ; h1 which are selected in step (2) of DMix-m, and
then it follows immediately for all the remaining jobs.
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Let J be the set of jobs charged to t. Observe that by the definition of the
charging scheme, all jobs in J are pending in DMix-m at time t. Let p be the
largest index such that p � l and hp is executed in A after time t; if no suchp exists, set p = l. Denote L = J � fh1; : : : ; hpg.
If h0 2 L then, by the choice of p, h0 is scheduled in A at time t. In particular,
this implies that jLj � m. Furthermore, we claim thatwh0 � �p�lv (12)

for all h0 2 L. If p = l then (12) is trivial, as hp = hl is chosen as the heaviest
job of the remaining ones, including h0. If p > l then h0 is scheduled in A at
time t while hp is scheduled later, by the choice of p. This implies that h0 is
before hp in the earliest-deadline ordering; so if wh0 > �p�lv, then h0 would be
chosen in place of hp. (We use here the fact that p � l and l is the last job
chosen in step (2), so it determines the threshold for hp in the algorithm.)
To show the correctness of the charging scheme, we need to show that the
total weight charged to time t is at most R times the gain of DMix-m at t,
that is

Pj2J wj � R �Pmq=1 whq . Using inequalities (11), (12), and jLj � m, we
haveR � mXq=1whq �Xj2J wj�R � mXq=1whq � pXq=1whq � Xh02Lwh0�R � mXq=p+1�q�lv + (R� 1) � pXq=1�q�lv �m�p�lv= 11� �m � �p+1 � �m+11� � + �m1� �m � � � �p+11� � �m�p!��lv= �p+11� � �m�p!��lv=0:
The first equality follows by the definition of R and summing the geometric
sequences, the second equality results from routine algebraic cancellation, and
the last one follows from the definition of �, as �=(1� �) = m. 2
The analysis in Theorem 7.1 is tight. The bound is attained by the following
instance. Consider 2m jobs all released at time 0: m jobs of deadline 2, with
weights 1, �, �2, . . . , �m�1, and m jobs of deadline 1 and weight �m�1� � for
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small � > 0. The adversary can schedule all jobs whileDMix-m only schedules
the m jobs with deadline 2.
The lower bound proofs for randomized algorithms in [9] and Theorem 6.1
can easily be generalized to the multiprocessor case by including m copies of
each job used in the lower bound instance. This improves the bounds in [14],
which are 4� 2p2 for the general case, and 10=9 for the 2-uniform case.
Theorem 7.2 (a) No deterministic or randomized algorithm can be better
than 1:25-competitive, for any number of processors m.
(b) For s-uniform instances, no deterministic or randomized algorithm can be
better than Rs-competitive, for any number of processors m, whereRs = 1 + s� 12s� 1 + 2ps2 � s:
8 Final Remarks

The main question regarding unit-job scheduling, of whether there exists a�-competitive deterministic algorithm, remains open. Very recently, a deter-
ministic 1:94-competitive algorithm was obtained in [11], but closing the gap
appears to be a challenging problem. Similarly, in the randomized case, there
is still a wide gap between the lower bound of 1:25 [9] and our upper bound
of 1:582.
By presenting the randomized 1:25-competitive algorithm, we have completely
settled the 2-bounded case in this paper. It is quite surprising, in our view,
that the seemingly simpler 2-uniform case is so much harder to solve. Recently,
in [11], the 2-uniform deterministic case was completely resolved by showing
tight bounds approximately equal to 1:377. This is less than our lower bound
of
p2 for memoryless algorithms, showing that the general algorithms are

provably more powerful in this case. Needless to say, the randomized case
is even harder, and our intuitions are not strong enough to formulate any
conjectures.
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